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DECISION 
 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A. SUMMARY 
 

In this decision, the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority approves the Amended 
Settlement Agreement as filed by The Southern Connecticut Gas Company, the Office 
of Consumer Counsel and the Prosecutorial Unit of the Public Utilities Regulatory 
Authority.  The Public Utilities Regulatory Authority finds that the total rate increase of 
$11.193 million over the three rate years will allow The Southern Connecticut Gas 
Company to attract capital needed for the company to continue to provide safe, 
adequate, and reliable gas distribution services at reasonable rates.   
 
B. BACKGROUND OF THE PROCEEDING 
 

On June 30, 2017, pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. §§ 16-19 and 16-19e, The 
Southern Connecticut Gas Company (SCG or Company) filed an application for a rate 
increase (Application) with the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority (PURA or Authority).   
SCG proposed a total rate increase of $23.4 million over the three-year rate plan.   

 
By letter dated September 5, 2017 (Motion No. 14), SCG, the Office of Consumer 

Counsel (OCC) and the Prosecutorial Staff of the Public Utilities Regulatory Authority 
(PRO; together, the Settling Parties) jointly submitted for approval a proposed 
settlement agreement (Settlement Agreement).  The Settling Parties stated that the 
Settlement Agreement resolves revenue requirement issues relating to the Application 
and eliminated the need to adjudicate the Company’s revenue requirement thereby 
avoiding costs and resource-consuming litigation.  On October 16, 2017, the Settling 
Parties submitted an amended Settlement Agreement (Amended Settlement 
Agreement) for the Authority’s review and approval, herein incorporated as Appendix A. 
 
C. CONDUCT OF THE PROCEEDING 
 

Pursuant to a Notice of Pre-Hearing Conference dated June 16, 2017, the 
Authority conducted a Pre-Hearing Conference on July 11, 2017, to discuss procedural 
issues with all admitted parties and intervenors at the Authority’s offices located at Ten 
Franklin Square, New Britain, CT.   
 

By Notice of Audit dated July 10, 2017 and by Notice of Change of Location of 
Audit dated July 17, 2017, the Authority conducted an audit of the Company’s books 
and records at 180 Marsh Hill Road, Orange, CT beginning on July 31, 2017. 

 
The Authority held noticed hearings on October 2, 2017 and October 3, 2017 in 

the Authority’s offices.    The Authority held a noticed technical meeting on October 10, 
2017. 

 
By Notice of Close of Record dated November 22, 2017, the record was closed.   
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Public Comment hearings were also held on September 7, 2017, at 6:30 p.m., in 
the Wheeler Rooms A & B, Bridgeport  City Hall, 45 Lyon Terrace, Bridgeport, 
Connecticut and September 12, 2017, at the Kennedy Mitchell Hall of Records, 200 
Orange Street, New Haven, Connecticut. 

 
D. PARTIES AND INTERVENORS 
 

The Authority recognized the following as parties to this proceeding: The 
Southern Connecticut Gas Company, 180 Marsh Hill Road, Orange, CT 06477; Office 
of Consumer Counsel, Ten Franklin Square, New Britain, CT 06051; the Commissioner 
of the Department of Energy and Environmental Protection, 79 Elm Street, Hartford, CT 
06106; and Prosecutorial Division of the Authority, Ten Franklin Square, New Britain, 
CT 06051.  The Authority granted Intervenor status to the Office of the Attorney 
General. 
  
E. PUBLIC COMMENT 

 
The Authority held two evening public comment hearings for the purpose of 

receiving comments from the general public concerning the Application on September 
7, 2017, at the Bridgeport City Hall, 45 Lyon Terrace, Bridgeport and on September 12, 
2017, at the Kennedy Mitchell Hall of Records, 200 Orange Street, New Haven.  No 
members of the public attended either hearing.   
 

Additionally, the Authority received four letters and emails regarding the 
Application.  None of that correspondence supported SCG’s rate increase request, 
citing opposition to the increase and demanding reasonable rates for all Connecticut 
residents.  
 
II. AUTHORITY ANALYSIS 
 

Pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 4-177, a contested case may be resolved by a 
proposed settlement agreement unless it is precluded by law.  Conn. Gen. Stat. § 16-
19jj, directs the Authority to encourage the use of proposed settlement agreements to 
resolve contested cases when the Authority deems it appropriate to do so.  The 
Authority may approve proposed settlements which are just and reasonable and in the 
public interest. 
 
A. AMENDED SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT 

 
In the Amended Settlement Agreement, the Settling Parties agreed to a three-

year rate plan for the rate years 2018, 2019 and 2020, with new rates effective January 
1, 2018.  The Company will recover an increase in its revenue requirement of $1.507 
million over its current rates which is an increase of 0.4% over currently authorized 
revenues and 0.8% over currently authorized distribution revenues. The net increase to 
customers will be $757,000 which reflects the $750,000 annual merger rate credit as 
was accepted by the Authority in its Decision dated December 9, 2015 in Docket No. 
15-07-38, Joint Application of Iberdrola, S.A., Iberdrola USA, Inc., Iberdrola USA 
Networks, Inc. Green Merger Sub, Inc. and UIL Holdings Corporation for Approval of a 
Change of Control. Effective January 1, 2019, the Company will recover an incremental 
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increase in its allowed revenue requirement of $4.673 million which is an incremental 
increase of 1.2% over the prior year overall revenues and 2.3% over the prior year 
distribution revenues.  Effective January 1, 2020, the Company will recover an 
incremental increase of $5.013 million which is an incremental increase of 1.3% over 
the prior year overall revenues and 2.4% over the prior year distribution revenues.  The 
total increase for the three-year rate plan is $11.193 million.  The total net increase to 
customers after the annual merger credit is $10.443 million.  Joint Brief, pp. 9 and 10; 
Amended Settlement Agreement, Attachment 1, pp. 3 and 4. 

 
In addition, the Amended Settlement Agreement includes adjustments made to 

rate base and Operation and Maintenance (O&M) expense.  Some of the adjustments 
made to O&M were specific to particular items.  Other O&M adjustments were made 
during the discovery process and some of the adjustments were a result of settlement 
negotiations. 

 
To determine the reasonableness of the settlement amount and to exercise its 

due diligence responsibility, the PURA conducted an analysis based on the record 
evidence, which included responses to over 600 interrogatories and audit data requests.  
The Authority considered adjustments to rate base items, revenues, uncollectibles, 
pensions, other specific operation and maintenance expenses and property taxes.  The 
Authority approves the Amended Settlement Agreement. 
 
B. CUSTOMER SERVICE REVIEW 
 

1. Standard Bill Form and Termination Notice 
 
 SCG’s standard bill form, termination notice and customer rights notice were 
reviewed and found to be in compliance with applicable regulations.  Application, 
Schedule H-2.0 and H-2.1; Response to Interrogatories CA-2, CA-3 and CA-6.  Besides 
written notification of a pending termination, SCG will call the delinquent customer 
seven days after the disconnect notice is mailed requesting that the customer contact 
the Company.  Response to Interrogatory CA-1.  SCG has also affirmed that customers 
will not be terminated for unregulated charges in compliance with applicable regulations.  
Response to Interrogatory CA-2. 
 

2. Policies and Procedures for Estimated Billing 
 
 SCG provided its policies and procedures for generating an estimated bill.  
SCG’s billing system produces an estimated bill based upon historical usage in the 
comparable month in the prior year.  If the corresponding month of the previous year is 
not available, the amount is based on the previous month.  All of these procedures have 
been reviewed and found to be in compliance with applicable regulations.  Application, 
Exhibit H-2.2; Response to Interrogatory CA-4. 
 

SCG’s bill form and associated customer notices were also reviewed and found 
acceptable. The United Illuminating Company (UI), an affiliate of SCG, also provides its 
customers with the proper estimated bill form.  Additionally, the Company provides 
customers with notification (in both English and Spanish) as required by the Regulations 
of Connecticut State Agencies (Conn. Agencies Regs.) §16-3-102C3.  SCG sends a 
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letter after the second consecutive estimated bill to alert their customers.  Response to 
Interrogatory CA-4. 
 
 The Authority notes however, that the issuance of estimated bills by SCG occurs 
very infrequently.  The table below shows the percentage of estimated bills issued over 
time periods ranging from 1-3 months to as long as 12 or more months: 
 
 

Year 1 to 3 Months 4 to 6 Months 7 to 11 Months 12+ Months 
2014 3.53% 0.31% 0.18% 0.17% 
2015 4.75% 0.034% 0.019% 0.17% 
2016 1.14% 0.012% 0.012% 0.016% 

 
Response to Interrogatory CA-5. 

 
3. Customer Security Deposits 

 
 The Authority reviewed the current policies and procedures used by SCG to 
administer customer security deposits and found them to be in compliance with 
applicable regulations.  Presently, the Company utilizes a residential security deposit 
checklist when customers contact SCG to initiate service, including those customers 
whose service was terminated for non-payment during the prior two years.  Response to 
Interrogatory CA-9.  The security deposit checklist includes all of the questions and 
provisions to be discussed with customers as required by Conn. Agencies Regs. §16-
262j-1.  Application, Schedule H-2.3.   
 
 SCG does not provide a written copy of its policies and procedures to those 
customers required to provide a security deposit.  Response to Interrogatory CA-7.  
However, the Company maintains its terms and conditions on its website which include 
the security deposit policies and procedures.  Tr. 10/3/17, pp. 5 and 6.  The Company 
also makes customers aware of the policy’s availability on-line via mailings of its rules 
and regulations to new customers and existing customers.  Tr. 10/2/17, p. 25. 
 
 According to SCG, customers are not provided a separate receipt for a paid 
security deposit.  Once the deposit is paid, the customer will see the amount and the 
date it was paid on its monthly SCG bill.  Response to Interrogatory CA-8.  Further, after 
customers are quoted an amount for the security deposit, they receive an invoice with 
the deposit request which, along with the information on the bill, is the receipt or 
confirmation of the payment.  Tr. 10/3/17, p. 6. 
 

4. Service Appointments 
 
 SCG schedules service appointments during normal hours of operation as well 
as during evenings.  The service appointments are made Monday through Friday from 
8:30 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.  If the workload dictates that certain work will not be completed 
during the period promised, the customer will be advised by telephone.  SCG’s new 
Ventyx Service Suite Dispatch Application provides notification to dispatchers, 
supervisory staff and assigned technician when service appointment windows are in 
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jeopardy of being missed.  The Customer Service Department will make after hour and 
weekend appointments upon special requests from customers on a best-effort basis. 
Application, Schedule H-2.4, Response to Interrogatory CA-11.  Over the last three 
years, SCG has kept at least 96% of its scheduled service appointments.  Response to 
Interrogatory CA-11. 
 

5. Customer Call Center 
 

SCG’s Customer Care Center addresses customer complaints and inquiries.  Its 
operating hours are 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.  Response to 
Interrogatory CA-22.  According to SCG, there is no queue time in the IVR.  The IVR 
offers options for self-service or to be transferred to customer service.  Statistics below, 
submitted by SCG for calendar years 2015 and 2016, indicate the call center’s monthly 
performance: 
 

 
2015 ASA1 ACR2 2016 ASA ACR 

January 1:01 4.8% January 1:34 7.1% 
February 1:05 5.0% February :53 4.2% 

March 2:17 6.17% March :37 3.1% 
April 5:53 15.0% April 1:16 6.9% 
May 4:02 17.1% May 2:03 12.0% 
June 4:16 17.9% June 1.52 10.7% 
July 1:23 6.7% July 1:31 9.5% 

August :50 3.7% August :35 3.0% 
September :38 3.5% September :36 3.2% 

October 2:03 9.5% October :58 4.1% 
November 2:00 8.8% November :39 2.9% 
December 1:54 9.1% December :30 2.4% 

 
Response to Interrogatory CA-23. 

 
 The Authority notes that SCG has continued to meet monthly with the PURA’s 
Consumer Affairs staff.  These meetings have been valuable for both parties as a 
means to discuss complaint trends, ongoing or anticipated issues.  The Authority finds 
that there is value in continuing the monthly compliance meetings.  Accordingly, the 
Authority will direct SCG to continue the monthly meetings with Authority staff. 
 

6. Customer Service Summary 
 
 Overall, SCG’s customer service policies and procedures are in compliance with 
applicable statutes and regulations. 
 

 
C. COST OF CAPITAL 

                                            
1 Average speed of answer in minutes and seconds. 
2 Abandoned call rate. 
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1. Introduction 

 
In determining the appropriate cost of capital, Conn. Gen. Stat. §16-19e (a) 

requires that: 
 

[t]he level and structure of rates be sufficient, but no more than sufficient, 
to allow public service companies to cover their operating costs including, 
but not limited to, appropriate staffing levels, and capital costs, to attract 
needed capital and to maintain their financial integrity, and yet provide 
appropriate protection to the relevant public interests, both existing and 
foreseeable . . .  

 
In addition, in Federal Power Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Company, 320 

US 591 (1944) (Hope Decision), the Court established criteria to determine cost of 
capital allowances.  In that decision, the Court determined that companies need to be 
allowed to earn a level of revenues sufficient to enable them to operate successfully, 
maintain their financial integrity and to attract capital and compensate their investors for 
their risk. 
 

To determine a rate of return (ROR) on rate base that is appropriate for the 
Company’s overall cost of capital, the Authority identifies the components of its capital 
structure and estimates the cost of each component.  The components are then 
weighted according to their proportion of total capitalization.  These weighted costs are 
summed to determine the Company’s overall cost of capital, which becomes the 
allowed ROR.   
 

2. Capital Structure and Costs 
 

a. Capital Structure 
 

The Settling Parties proposed rates that are based on a capital structure for each 
of the rate years 2018 through 2020 which is as follows: 
 

Rate Year 2018 Proposed Average Rate Year Capitalization 
 

 
Class of Capital 

Ratemaking 
Percentage 

 
Cost 

Ratemaking 
Weighted Cost 

Short-term Debt 8.03% 2.59% 0.21% 
Long-term Debt 39.55% 6.46% 2.55% 
Common Equity 52.42% 9.25% 4.85% 
Total Capitalization 100.00%  7.61% 

 
Amended Settlement Agreement, Attachment 6; Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 35 and 36. 
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Rate Year 2019 Proposed Average Rate Year Capitalization 
 

 
Class of Capital 

Ratemaking 
Percentage 

 
Cost 

Ratemaking 
Weighted Cost 

Short-term Debt 6.23% 3.37% 0.21% 
Long-term Debt 41.37% 5.69% 2.36% 
Common Equity 52.40% 9.25% 4.85% 
Total Capitalization 100.00%  7.41% 

 
Id. 

 
Rate Year 2020 Proposed Average Rate Year Capitalization 

 

 
Class of Capital 

Ratemaking 
Percentage 

 
Cost 

Ratemaking 
Weighted Cost 

Short-term Debt 5.17% 3.73% 0.19% 
Long-term Debt 42.64% 5.63% 2.40% 
Common Equity 52.19% 9.25% 4.83% 
Total Capitalization 100.00%  7.42% 

 
Id. 

 
The capital structures for the three rate years 2018 through 2020 were the result 

of a negotiation process among the OCC, SCG and PRO.  The Settling Parties believe 
that these rate year capital structures are consistent with what was allowed in SCG’s 
last rate case in Docket No. 08-12-07, Application of The Southern Connecticut Gas 
Company for a Rate Increase (2008 Rate Case).  Specific parameters that were 
considered in developing the above capital structures were comparability to SCG’s local 
gas distribution company (LDC) peers and that they are within the range for investment 
grade ratings.  The importance of this is to be able to attract capital under various 
market conditions at interest rates that are commensurate with companies whose risk is 
comparable to that of SCG.   

 
Using this philosophy, the Settling Parties based their targeted capital structure 

on examination of a gas company peer group, along with the specific business risks of 
SCG and the competitive market for capital.  A common equity percentage of 
approximately 52% will align SCG with its peer group of LDCs, maintain its credit 
metrics and insure its ability to access the capital markets at reasonable interest rates 
given a variety of capital market conditions.  Response to Interrogatory FI-184.  In 
addition, on a level specific to SCG to develop a ratemaking capital structure, factors 
such as forecasted capital investments and working capital needs must be considered.  
This develops a financing plan that balances SCG’s capital needs to target the 
ratemaking capital structure.  The levels of short-term debt and long-term debt are 
based on the costs of this debt and levels of short-term debt that are reasonable for 
SCG’s size and relative to the liquidity available to SCG.  Response to Interrogatory FI-
184.   

 
The Authority believes this decision-making process produces optimal results 

and concurs with this reasoning.  The Authority notes that the equity percentage for gas 
utilities is shown as 50.64% for the first half of 2017, in the Regulatory Research 
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Associates (RRA) Regulatory Focus Major Rate Case Decisions.  The largest equity 
percentage in the RRA database is 55.15%.  Response to Interrogatory FI-205.  The 
Authority finds that the SCG equity percentages of 52.42% in Rate Year 2018, 52.40% 
in Rate Year 2019 and 52.19 in Rate Year 2020 are all acceptable. 
 

The summing of the weighted costs of the classes of capital produced an overall 
ROR on rate base of 7.61% for the Rate Year 2018, 7.41% for the Rate Year 2019 and 
7.42% for the Rate Year 2020.  The Authority approves the Amended Settlement 
Agreement capital structures and the resulting ROR on rate base for the three rate 
years of 2018, 2019 and 2020.   
 

b. Cost of Short-Term Debt 
 

The Amended Settlement Agreement provided for cost rates of short-term debt of 
2.59% in 2018, 3.37% in 2019 and 3.73% in 2020.  Amended Settlement Agreement, 
Attachment 6.  These rates are based on forecasted market rates.  The source of 
funding for short-term debt is either from its affiliated utilities or from AVANGRID, which 
is the parent corporation of UIL Holdings, which in turn is the parent corporation of SCG, 
under a pooling agreement.  In addition, SCG has a committed bank facility consisting 
of a syndicate of 19 bank lenders.  Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 40 and 41.  More specifically, SCG 
for its short-term debt, pays interest at the A2/P2 30-day commercial paper rate 
published by the Federal Reserve.  This rate is significantly lower than the rate available 
to SCG under its committed revolving credit facility.  Response to Interrogatory FI-179.  
The Authority finds SCG short-term debt is at the least cost.  The Authority approves the 
cost rates of short-term debt of 2.59% in 2018, 3.37% in 2019 and 3.73% in 2020. 
 

c. Cost of Long-Term Debt 
 
The Amended Settlement Agreement provided for cost rates of long-term debt of 

6.46% in 2018, 5.69% for 2019 and 5.63% for 2020 and was the same as proposed in 
the Application.  These cost rates were developed using forecasted 10-year and 30-
year United States Treasury security rates as published in the December 2016 issue of 
Blue Chip Financial Forecast and added an average of the then current spreads 
applicable to a 10-year note and 30-year bond, provided by several investment bankers.  
This was added to a 10 basis point forecast adder.  The result of this was then 
averaged with the resulting forecasted 10-year and 30-year coupons to obtain a 
forecasted coupon representing an average range of maturities from which the 
Company may choose to issue debt.  Response to Interrogatory FI-174; Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 
34 and 35.  The decreasing interest rates on the long-term debt portfolio reflect that as 
high coupon debt matures and is replaced by lower coupon debt, the result is that the 
overall portfolio cost of debt comes down.  This is partially offset by the expectation of 
rising long-term interest rates.  Response to Interrogatory FI-187.  The Authority 
approves the cost rates of long-term debt of 6.46% in 2018, 5.69% for 2019 and 5.63% 
for 2020. 
 

d. Cost of Equity 
 

The Amended Settlement Agreement stipulated a 9.25% allowed return on equity 
(ROE) for all three rate years of 2018-2020.  This 9.25% allowed ROE was a product of 
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settlement negotiations.  Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 41 and 42.  It was not developed using 
formulaic calculations or any specific methodology such as discounted cash flow, the 
capital asset pricing model or a risk premium methodology.  Response to Interrogatory 
FI-208.  The Settling Parties made use of certain data points of allowed ROEs found in 
the publication of RRA Regulatory Focus Major Rate Case Decisions from January 
2017 through June 2017, which showed the average of local gas distribution companies 
allowed ROEs was 9.50% during the first six months of 2017.  In addition, an extract 
from the RRA database that lists gas utilities showed that since July 1, 2017, three 
awarded ROEs were granted of 9.60%, 9.55% and 10.10%.  Response to Interrogatory 
FI-205.  The Settling Parties believe that SCG is risk-comparable to the LDCs in RRA’s 
database.  Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 44 and 45.   
 

The joint Brief of SCG, OCC and PRO provided a comparative history of SCG’s 
allowed ROE.  SCG’s current allowed ROE is 9.36% as adjudicated in the 2008 Rate 
Case.  The national average for gas companies through June 2017 was 9.50%.  SCG 
provided evidence in support of an allowed ROE of 9.95% through its expert cost of 
capital witness.  Given these bench marks, the allowed ROE as set forth in the 
Amended Settlement Agreement is a reduction of 70 basis points from SCG’s proposed 
ROE, is 25 basis points less than the current national average and is 11 basis points 
less than SCG’s current allowed ROE.  Joint Brief, p. 13.  The Authority finds this shows 
the effect of the negotiation process was to decrease the allowed ROE from Application. 
 

Included in the Amended Settlement Agreement are the decoupling and DIMP 
mechanisms.  The Amended Settlement Agreement does not make an explicit 
adjustment to the ROE for decoupling or the DIMP.  Those factors are implicitly 
accounted for in the end result due to the fact that such mechanisms are common 
among the Company’s peer group and the 9.25 percent ROE is consistent with, if not 
below, recent averages of allowed ROEs.  Response to Interrogatory FI-190.  The 
Authority concurs with this reasoning.  The Authority finds an allowed ROE of 9.25% for 
SCG to be fair and reasonable based on other allowed ROEs of LDCs with comparable 
risk and it is hereby approved. 
 

3. Earnings Sharing Mechanism 
 

The Amended Settlement Agreement offered an earnings sharing mechanism 
(ESM) such that earnings above the authorized ROE of 9.25% will be shared equally 
(50/50) between customers and shareholders.  SCG reported that the 50/50 sharing 
was a result of negotiation.  Response to Interrogatory FI-193.  The Authority finds the 
50/50 sharing is equitable to both ratepayers and stockholders. 

 
The customer portion of any earnings sharing shall be applied by SCG to offset 

the environmental regulatory asset as described in Section 1.6.2 of the Amended 
Settlement Agreement and any amounts in excess of the regulatory asset will be 
credited directly to customers.  The Company will file an earnings sharing report 
annually with the Authority.  Amended Settlement Agreement, p. 9.  This earnings 
sharing report will be on a calendar year basis from January to December.  Tr. 10/2/17, 
p. 45.  The Authority finds the Amended Settlement Agreement ESM is consistent with 
the recent sharing mechanism approved in the Decision dated December 4, 2016 in 
Docket No. 16-06-04, Application of The United Illuminating Company to Increase its 
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Rates and Charges.  The Authority approves the ESM as outlined in the Amended 
Settlement Agreement. 
 

The Settling Parties to the Amended Settlement Agreement believe that the ESM 
is consistent with the mandates of Conn. Gen. Stat. § 16-19(g).  This statute mandates 
the Authority to review the need for an interim rate decrease “when a public service 
company has, for six consecutive months, earned a return on equity which exceeds the 
return authorized by the Authority by at least one percentage point,” among other 
factors.  In addition, the utility “shall be required to demonstrate to the satisfaction of the 
Authority that earning such a return on equity or collecting rates which are more than 
just, reasonable and adequate is directly beneficial to its customers.”  Under the 
Amended Settlement Agreement’s ESM, the Authority will continue to regulate 
overearnings pursuant to Conn. Gen. Stat. § 16-19(g).  If SCG earns an ROE above 
9.25%, such that an interim review is triggered, the statute allows the Authority to permit 
the Company’s rates to continue if it determines “that earning such a return on equity . . 
. is directly beneficial to its customers.”  Response to Interrogatory FI-194.  The 
Authority will exercise its mandate under Conn. Gen. Stat. §16-19(g), if needed, in the 
future. 
 

4. Credit Rating, Financial Viability and Capital Markets 
 
SCG reported that the Amended Settlement Agreement, if approved, should 

provide stability to SCG’s current rating levels with early indications that it might lead to 
positive changes.  This is substantiated by Moody’s May 11, 2017 Credit Opinion which 
stated: 
 

SCG's positive outlook reflects our expectation that the company will 
secure the decoupling mechanism and infrastructure trackers available to 
gas distribution companies in Connecticut when it completes its next rate 
case in 2018.  The positive outlook also assumes that the company will 
continue to produce financial metrics that are strong for the rating, and 
that the credit supportiveness of its regulation will remain constructive.  

 
Response to Interrogatory FI-189. 

 
In addition, on September 13, 2017, Fitch changed the ratings outlook on SCG from 
stable to positive and stated in a related press release that the outlook revisions reflect 
expectations for improved financial performance at SCG due to a constructive rate case 
settlement pending.  Id. 
 

The Authority finds that the Amended Settlement Agreement will, at a minimum, 
support the credit rating of SCG and provide the foundation for an increase in credit 
rating. 
 

The Authority’s analysis of SCG’s financial ratios shows a financially strong 
company taking into consideration the Amended Settlement Agreement’s increase in 
revenues.  The Authority considered SCG’s times interest earned ratio on a pro forma 
basis which indicates the number of times that earnings cover interest expense.  Times 
interest earned ranged from 4.20x to 4.28x.  In addition, SCG’s cash flow coverage ratio 
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ranged from 3.76x to 4.60x on a pro forma basis.  These solvency ratios show that SCG 
has the ability to meet long-term obligations as they come due.  Response to 
Interrogatory FI-195.  The Authority finds SCG’s financial metrics indicate a strong 
financial position, and as such, the ability to enter the capital markets and provide 
dependable gas service to its customers. 
 

The Company believes that the Amended Settlement Agreement will provide 
stability and preserve SCG’s access to the debt markets during the three years of the 
rate plan.  SCG currently has good access to the capital markets on terms that are 
competitive with peer gas utilities with similar ratings, and that should continue to be the 
case with rates based on the Amended Settlement Agreement.  Response to 
Interrogatory FI-183.  The Authority agrees with SCG and finds that the Amended 
Settlement Agreement will provide for a revenue increase necessary to support SCG’s 
access to the capital markets. 
 
D. EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT BENEFITS   
 

The Amended Settlement Agreement incorporated a modification to account for 
AVANGRID’s recently announced targeted voluntary employee separation plan (VESP).  
Since AVANGRID is the parent corporation of UIL Holdings, which in turn is the parent 
corporation of SCG, there was an expectation of a modest effect on SCG’s employee 
levels during the rate year and rate year revenue requirement.  The VESP reflects a 
reduction of $200,000 in each rate year for a cumulative $600,000 reduction to the 
revenue requirement over the three year rate plan.  Tr. 10/2/2017, pp. 18 and 19; 
Amended Settlement Agreement, pp.1 and 2; Revised Attachments 1 (line 32) and 3 
(line 42).3  The Authority concurs with the Settling Parties that some reduction to 
revenue requirement is appropriate given the expectation of a modest decrease to 
SCG’s employee levels.  Given that AVANGRID announced the program at the 
conclusion of the settlement proceedings, it is reasonable that Settling Parties would 
provide an estimate rather than a verifiable figure.  The Company will be required to 
provide the Authority with the final number of SCG employees who take advantage of 
the VESP and total salary, bonus, and total benefit savings related to those employees 
separation of service from VESP. 

 
The Amended Settlement Agreement also included a downward adjustment to 

401(k) expense ranging from $42,000 to $45,000 for a three-year average downward 
adjustment of $43,500 over the three-year rate plan.  The adjustment reflects the 
Settlement Parties’ adoption of the methodology used by the Authority in the Decision 
dated December 14, 2016 in Docket No. 16-06-04, Application of the United Illuminating 
Company to Increase Its Rates and Charges (2016 UI Rate Case).  In the 2016 UI Rate 
Case, the Authority adjusted downward 401(k) expense by recognizing that some of the 
employees who receive a match on their 401(k) have incentive compensation and that 
for those employees with incentive compensation, only one-half of the match would be 
funded by ratepayers.  Thus for the 2016 UI Rate Case, one-half of the employees were 
entitled to incentive compensation and one-half of these employees 401(k) match was 
disallowed equaling one-quarter (1/2 x 1/2) of the total requested 401(k) match.  In the 

                                            
3 Inclusive of the gross revenue conversion factor the annual adjustment would be $213,000 for rate year 

one and $639,000 over the three-year rate plan.  Amended Settlement Agreement, p. 2.  
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case of SCG, only one-third of employees were eligible for incentive compensation, thus 
the 401(k) adjustment was to disallow one-half of the match on the one-third of 
employee’s eligible for incentive compensation (or 1/2 of 1/3).  Amended Settlement 
Agreement, Attachment 3 (line 37); Responses to Interrogatories FI-182 and OCC-212; 
Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 62-67. The Authority finds this to be a reasonable approach based on 
the 2016 UI Rate Case and accepts the 401(k) expense. 

 
The Amended Settlement Agreement included a downward adjustment to Other 

Post Employee Benefits Retiree Medical expense (OPEB) ranging from $144,000 to 
$190,000 per year for a three-year average downward adjustment of approximately 
$170,000 over the three-year rate plan.  The Amended Settlement Agreement expense 
amounts are $1,104,000 in Rate Year 1, $1,030,000 in Rate Year 2 and $838,000 in 
Rate Year 3.  The Company indicated that OPEB expenses may either be pre-funded 
through Vested Employee Benefit Accounts (VEBA) and/or 401(h) sub-accounts, or 
funded on a pay-as-you go basis (i.e., cash funding).  The Company plans to pay 
expense benefits of $416,000 in Rate Year 1, $404,000 in Rate Year 2 and $390,000 in 
Rate Year 3.  Therefore, the Amended Settlement Agreement’s allowed expense 
amounts exceed the expected benefit payout by $688,000 in Rate Year 1, $626,000 in 
Rate Year 2 and $448,000 in Rate Year 3.   The Amended Settlement Agreement does 
not require the Company to contribute to the VEBA and/or 401(h) sub-account or to 
pay-as-you-go to meet agreed upon OPEB expense to the plans.  The Company did 
indicate its past OPEB total contributions ranged from a low of $833,895 to a high of 
$1,570,842 over the years 2012 through 2016.  The Company indicated that this 
expense varies based upon its past pay-as-you-go history.   

 
Although the Amended Settlement Agreement allows an expense amount which 

exceeds the expected payout for OPEB, the Company indicated its desired flexibility in 
its management of expenses.  The Company states that this is the prudent approach as 
the OPEB projected expenses were estimates and flexibility would allow the Company 
to choose the OPEB timing and level of contributions.  Additionally, SCG requires 
flexibility to meet all of the cash needs of the Company, such as OPEB, Pension and 
DIMP when and where cash would be needed.  Attachment 3 (line 18); Responses to 
Interrogatories FI-99; FI-199; Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 68-72.  The other Settling Parties 
concurred, indicating that the ratemaking process sets a revenue requirement and the 
Company must meet its expense requirements, such as those noted above within the 
parameters of the established revenue requirement.  Thus, having one or a few 
expense items that are lower than projected does not negate the fact the Company 
must meet all its obligations.  Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 80 and 81.   

 
The Amended Settlement Agreement’s allowed defined benefit pension expense 

is less than the actuarial minimum required cash contribution.  The Company planned 
cash contribution is $5,254,000 for 2018, $8,250,000 for 2019 and $7,265,000 for 2020, 
while the Amended Settlement Agreement allows for $4,683,000, $4,704,000 and 
$3,410,000, respectively.  Amended Settlement Agreement, Attachment 3 (line17); 
Response to Interrogatory FI-200.  The difference between the allowed and the 
expected cash contribution results in a shortfall of $571,000, $3,546,000 and 
$3,855,000 over the three-year rate plan.  The Company clarified that some expense 
estimates will be wrong, some will be too high and others too low.  With the approved 
revenue requirement, SCG will need to manage the business with flexibly to address 
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pressing needs as priorities change.  Tr. 10/2/17, p. 84.  SCG clarified that the 
Amended Settlement Agreement provides for $800,000 for the qualified pension plan 
additional minimum liability (AML) as was established during the time of the merger 
between SCG and Energy East Corporation in the December 16, 1999 Decision in 
Docket No. 99-07-20, Joint Application of Energy East Corporation and Connecticut 
Energy Corporation for Approval of Change of Control.   

 
The AML will be fully amortized after Rate Year 3 as the AML’s balance would be 

zero.  Responses to Interrogatories FI-147 and FI-201; Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 84 and 85.   
 

 The Amended Settlement Agreement also includes a three-year phase out of the 
non-qualified pension plan or supplemental employee retirement plan (SERP).  The 
SERP was an additional pension plan for executive class employees and has been 
closed to new entrants since January 1, 2003.  There are seven remaining participants 
with the age of the remaining plan participants ranging from 58 to 79 with an average 
age of 71.  All of the participants terminated employment prior to 2008 and the SERP 
includes some provisions for remainder-man and/or spousal benefit.  Given the nature 
of the benefit, it is not possible to determine when SERP payments will be completed.  
Responses to Interrogatories FI-150 and FI-203; Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 88-90.  The Amended 
Settlement Agreement allows for $552,000, $363,000 and $180,000 in SERP expense 
over the three-year rate plan.  Amended Settlement Agreement, Attachment 3 (line 38); 
Response to Interrogatory FI-202. The Company indicated that the SERP phase out 
only applies to the Amended Settlement Agreement; going forward the Company would 
not be precluded from requesting recovery of the SERP in full.  Tr. 10/2/17, pp. 87 and 
88.   
 
 The Authority has considered the Amended Settlement Agreement’s provisions 
related to the Company’s employee retirement benefits, 401 (k) Expense, OPEB, 
Pension and SERP.  Overall, the Authority sees this matter related to such benefits as 
an exercise in the give and take of settlement negotiations.  The Authority will require 
that SCG make at minimum, its actuarially required minimum contribution and grant the 
Company the flexibility to meet its cash needs within the framework of the Amended 
Settlement Agreement. 
 
E. EXPENSES 
 

1. Non-Hardship Uncollectible Expenses 
 

SCG originally proposed total uncollectible expenses of $8.46 million for 2018, 
$8.518 million for 2019 and $8.624 million for 2020.  Application Schedules WP C-3.20 
A, C-3.20 B and C-3.20 C.  These amounts included hardship uncollectible expense of 
$2.827 million for each rate year.  Id.  Based on its initially proposed increases to the 
revenue requirements for the three-year rate plan, SCG had also proposed increases to 
the uncollectible expenses of $0.128 million for 2018, $0.239 million for 2019 and 
$0.302 million for 2020.  Application Schedules C-1.0 A, C-1.0 B and C-1.0 C.  Thus, 
the total non-hardship expenses first proposed are $5.761 ($8.46 - $2.827 + $0.128) 
million for 2018, $5.93 ($8.518 - $2.827 + $0.239) million for 2019 and $6.099 ($8.624 - 
$2.827 + $0.302) million for 2020.  The Settling Parties proposed a reduction of $0.171 
million to each rate year’s non-hardship uncollectible expense.  Amended Settlement 
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Agreement Exhibit 1.  Based on the Amended Settlement Agreement revenue 
requirements for the three-year rate plan, the proposed increases to uncollectible 
expense are $0.024 million ($1.507 million rate increase times 1.573 percent 
uncollectible expense factor) for 2018, $0.097 million ($6.180 million rate increase times 
1.573 percent uncollectible expense factor) for 2019 and $0.176 million ($11.193 million 
rate increase times 1.573 percent uncollectible expense factor) for 2020.  As a result, 
the Authority allows non-hardship uncollectible expenses of $5.486 ($8.460 - $2.827 - 
$0.171 + $0.024) million for 2018, $5.617 ($8.518 - $2.827 - $0.171 + $0.097) million for 
2019 and $5.802 ($8.624 - $2.827 - $0.171 + $0.176) million for 2020. 
 

2. Hardship Uncollectible Expenses 
 

a. Hardship Account Net Write-Offs 
 

SCG proposed annual hardship account net write-offs of $2.827 million for each 
rate year.  Application Schedules WP C-3.20 A, C-3.20 B and C-3.20 C.  The proposed 
amount is a three-year average of the hardship account net write-offs for 2014 to 2016.  
Id.  The Company reported a deferred hardship account net write-offs balance of $7.677 
million as of December 31, 2017, and proposed a six-year amortization period for the 
deferred amount.  Application Schedule WP C-3.29 A-C, p. 2.  Thus, SCG proposed a 
deferred hardship account net write-offs amortization expense of $1.28 million ($7.677 / 
6) for each rate year.  Id.  The Settling Parties did not propose any adjustment to either 
component of the hardship account net write-offs.  Therefore, the total allowed hardship 
account net write-offs in each rate year is $4.107 million ($2.827 + $1.280). 
 

b. Matching Payment Program 
 

SCG proposed an annual matching payment program (MPP) cost of $2.289 
million for each rate year.  The proposed amount is a three-year average of the MPP 
charges for 2014 to 2016.  Application Schedule WP C-3.29 A-C, p. 5; Amended 
Settlement Agreement Attachment 5.  Also, the Company reported an MPP regulatory 
liability balance of $43.599 million as of December 31, 2017, and proposed a six-year 
amortization period to refund the deferred credit balance.  Thus, SCG proposed to 
refund $7.266 million ($43.599 / 6) in each rate year.  As a result, the net MPP credit for 
each rate year is $4.977 million ($7.266 - $2.289).  Id.  Finally, in accordance with 
Section 1.6.7 of the Amended Settlement Agreement, the Company is allowed to defer 
the differences between the ongoing MPP cost of $2.289 million allowed in base rates 
and the actual annual amounts incurred.  These amounts were unchanged from the 
Application to the Amended Settlement Agreement. 
 

c. Hardship Grant Program 
 

SCG reported a deferred hardship grant credit balance of $2.791 million as of 
December 31, 2017, and proposed a six-year amortization period to refund the 
regulatory liability balance.  Thus, SCG proposed a deferred hardship accounts net 
write-offs amortization expense credit of $0.465 million ($2.791 / 6) for each rate year.  
Application Schedule WP C-3.29 A-C, p. 3.  Also, the Company proposed to continue to 
recover an annual hardship grant program cost of $3 million in the rate years.  
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Application Schedules WP C-3.29 A-C, p. 4.  Therefore, the total allowed net hardship 
grant cost in each rate year is $2.535 million ($3.000 + $0.465). 
 

d. Summary of Uncollectible Expenses 
 

Based on the Amended Settlement Agreement, the Authority summarizes the 
allowed total of non-hardship and hardship uncollectible expenses in the table below: 
 
 
Uncollectible Expenses (millions) 

2018 Rate 
Year 

2019 Rate 
Year 

2020 Rate 
Year 

Non-Hardship $5.486 $5.617 $5.802 
Hardship Accounts Net Write-Offs $4.107 $4.107 $4.107 
Hardship Matching Payment Program ($4.977) ($4.977) ($4.977) 
Hardship Grant Program $2.535 $2.535 $2.535 
Total Allowed Uncollectible Expenses $7.151 $7.282 $7.467 
 

3. Income and Property Tax Expenses 
 

At Section 1.5.1 of the Amended Settlement Agreement, the Settling Parties 
agreed to allow SCG to defer differences in state and federal income taxes and 
municipal property taxes resulting from changes in tax rates or applicable laws.  
Amended Settlement Agreement, p. 6.  The Authority interprets this section to mean 
that, for 2018, 2019 and 2020, the Company will defer any differences, whether credits 
or charges, between state and federal income, and municipal property taxes allowed in 
the instant proceeding, and such amounts that may result due to changes in applicable 
tax rates or laws.  While the Authority determines that it is speculative to predict future 
changes in property or income tax rates and their effects on the revenue requirements 
allowed herein, the Authority will review, in future proceedings, if such deferred 
amounts, resulting from changes in applicable tax rates or laws, would be allowed in 
base rates.  
 
F. PIPELINE SAFETY 
 

1. Geographic Information System (GIS) 
 

SCG currently operates with a paper records system involving thousands of 
paper records.  The paper records provide system information and location of gas 
facilities such as mains, services and valves.  The GIS project will digitize these records 
to create an asset inventory geographically depicted on maps.  The GIS will bring 
efficiencies in managing the cast iron – bare steel replacement program by allowing 
leaks to be tracked, repaired and documented.  Barnes, Hawley PFT, pp. 13 and 14.  
The PURA finds the GIS is a critical component to the advancement of the Company’s 
distribution integrity management program.  

 
The GIS project is necessary to update and modernize the Company’s system 

mapping.  This project has a capital component and an O&M component.  The capital 
component involves the purchase of base maps and the development of software and 
software tools in 2017 through 2019.  The O&M component covers the conversion of 
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data to electronic formats from existing paper records in 2018, 2019 and 2020, at an 
expected total cost of approximately $4.9 million.  Amended Settlement Agreement 
Attachment 3, Line 39. 

 
2. Pipe Replacement Program 

 
SCG has substantial infrastructure with which to provide service to its customers.  

Some of that infrastructure is new, made of modern materials (e.g., plastic and coated 
and cathodically protected steel), installed using the most current construction practices, 
and operated and maintained in a manner designed to provide high levels of reliability 
and safety.  However, some of the infrastructure is old and made of materials and 
installed with construction practices that are no longer considered state-of-the-art (e.g., 
cast iron and bare steel).  The only way to reduce the threat of cast iron and bare steel 
pipe leaks is through replacement.  Barnes, Hawley PFT, p. 9.  While SCG traditionally 
had programs designed to address the ongoing operation and maintenance 
requirements, as the infrastructure has aged, the Authority finds the need for a more 
extensive integrity management program. 

 
SCG currently has 637 miles of cast iron and 81 miles of bare steel mains.  

Barnes, Hawley PFT, p. 10.  If SCG continues at its current replacement rate, it would 
take approximately 30 years to complete replacement of the cast iron and bare steel 
pipe.  Barnes, Hawley PFT, p. 8.  SCG proposed to increase its capital spending on 
cast iron and bare steel replacement to $30.669 million in Rate Year 1, $38.800 million 
in Rate Year 2, $46.092 million in Rate Year 3.  The increase in spending reflects a 20-
year replacement program.  Amended Settlement Agreement pp. 9 and 10.  The 
Authority finds that the level of capital spending proposed for replacement of cast iron 
mains, bare steel mains and bare steel services is reasonable to adequately provide for 
the integrity of SCG’s pipeline system.  It is anticipated that this level of replacement will 
reflect the improvement required by the DIMP regulations.  SCG will be directed to 
spend approximately $30.669 million during Rate Year 1, approximately $38.800 million 
during Rate Year 2, and approximately $46.092 million during Rate Year 3, and no less 
than $46.092 million over each subsequent calendar year, through an associated order. 

 
The Authority, through the Gas Pipeline Safety Unit (GPSU), will be actively 

reviewing the progress and will work with SCG to determine if an adequate level of 
safety improvement is being attained.  In addition to the on-going review provided by the 
GPSU, SCG will be ordered to file a pipe replacement program report. 
 

3. Staffing 
 

As with most companies, SCG’s current workforce is aging.  SCG expects that 
29 gas operations employees will reach the age of 62 and be eligible for retirement by 
the end of 2018.  With potential retirements occurring in the near future, the Company 
will be faced with a reduction in its skilled workforce.  Barnes, Hawley PFT, pp.14 and 
15.  In addition, the Company has announced a voluntary employee severance 
program.  Tr. 10/02/2017, pp. 18 and 19.  In addition, the Company continues to expand 
its gas system and increase its cast iron/bare steel replacement program.  With the 
potential for a significant loss of experience and knowledge in the near future, the 
Company must ensure that adequate staffing of competent and qualified personnel are 
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in place in a timely manner to provide the necessary project design, construction, 
operations, maintenance, training and oversight at SCG.  The Authority will be 
especially mindful of staffing levels if future violations of federal or state safety 
regulations necessitate civil penalties. 

 
4. Pipeline Safety Orders 

 
In the July 17, 2014 Decision in Docket No. 09-09-08RE01, DPUC Investigation 

into the Contemplated Workforce Reductions by Connecticut Natural Gas Corporation 
and Southern Connecticut Gas Company – Modify and Rescind Orders, the Authority 
concluded that any orders contained in the February 11, 2010 Decision in Docket No. 
09-09-08, DPUC Investigation into the Contemplated Workforce Reductions by 
Connecticut Natural Gas Corporation and Southern Connecticut Gas Company, would 
terminate at the time of issuance of final Decision for SCG in its next rate case.  The 
Authority has determined that continuance of some of these orders is necessary to 
ensure public safety and therefore will provide a set of new orders to provide ongoing 
oversight of the Company’s operations and maintenance programs.  In addition, Order 
No. 45 from the 2008 Rate Case Decision will be rescinded.  Order No. 45 required the 
Company to carryover any replacement program capital expenditure under-spending to 
the following year.  Order No. 45 is duplicative of an order in this Decision and is no 
longer needed to assist the Authority. 
 
G. REVENUE, RATE DESIGN AND TARIFFS 

1. Revenue Adjustment 

 The rate increase provided in the Amended Settlement Agreement reflects a 
correction of $4.222 million to the revenue forecast as filed in the Application.  Amended 
Settlement Agreement, p. 12.  The Rate LGS current revenues will be updated to reflect 
the $4 million fuel cell-related adjustment as discussed in response to Interrogatory EN-
033.  Response to Interrogatory RA-31. 
 
 The Authority accepts the revenue adjustments proposed in the Amended 
Settlement Agreement.  Due to the magnitude of revenues associated with fuel cell 
customers and the potential impact on the forecasted revenues in this case, the 
Authority will direct the Company to report all (existing and new) fuel cell customer 
activity.  The Company should include the number of customers, the date and rate 
under which service is provided in subsequent decoupling and system expansion filings.  
In addition, the total revenues received by each customer in the applicable period 
should be provided (versus expected revenue in the case of the forecasted customers 
herein).  
 

2. Rate Design  

The Company will recover the revenue requirement increase from all rate classes 
on a proportional basis to the rate design proposed in the Application for each of the 
rate years.  Southern will submit its detailed rate design schedules in a compliance filing 
once a final Decision is rendered in this docket.  Amended Settlement Agreement, pp. 
13 and 14.  
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 For the revenue allocation, the Company plans to retain the proportional 
distribution rate increases/decreases contained in its original rate case filing for all three 
years of the rate plan.  For example, in Rate Year 1, the Amended Settlement 
Agreement increase of $1.120 million is approximately 15% of the original Rate Year 1 
distribution increase of $7.371.  Therefore, each firm rate class will receive 
approximately 15% of the total Rate Year 1 rate increase/decrease proposed in the 
Company’s original filing.  The Rate Year 1 original and Amended Settlement 
Agreement total class distribution rate changes are shown below.  Rate Year 2 and 
Rate Year 3 will follow the same formula. 
 

Rate Year 1 Application and Amended Settlement Agreement Total Class Distribution 
Rate Changes 

 

 
 

Response to Interrogatory RA-33. 
 

 For the rate design, the Company plans to apply the above Amended Settlement 
Agreement percentage increases/decreases to each billing component.  The original 
proposed increase in the customer charge for each rate class will be multiplied by the 
above Amended Settlement Agreement percentages to develop the revised Amended 
Settlement Agreement customer charges.  The original proposed revenue increase or 
decrease for the total volumetric and demand charge components in each rate class will 
similarly be multiplied by the above Amended Settlement Agreement percentages to 
develop Amended Settlement Agreement rates.  Finally, the Company will split the total 
distribution volumetric and demand charges into Delivery versus Merchant (i.e., 
SSC/TSC) to develop rate class rates of return that are approximately equal within 
classes for Delivery and Merchant service.  The final step will have no bearing on total 
customer bill impacts as it is merely categorizing the amount of distribution revenue 
billed as either Delivery or Merchant.  The above rate design mechanics will be 
repeated for Rate Years 2 and 3 in the Company’s compliance rate design filings in 
2018 for 2019, and 2019 for 2020.  Id. 
 

  
The Authority accepts the proposed rate design framework.  The proposed rate 

design plan may include changes from the formula approach in the Settlement 
Agreement in the event the Company finds any anticipated bill impacts to be 
burdensome in the course of designing the Rate Year rate plans, subject to agreement 
by the Settling Parties and approval by the Authority.   

Rate Description Original Settlement

RSG Residential Non-Heat 8.80% 1.34%

RSH Residential Heating 5.57% 0.85%

RMDS Residential Multi-Dwelling (1) 3.22% 0.49%

SGS Small General Service (1) 3.73% 0.57%

MGS Medium General Service (1) 0.89% 0.14%

LGS Large General Service (1) -0.76% -0.11%
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 As discussed above, the Amended Settlement Agreement reflects the correction 
of the Rate LGS demand levels as identified in the Company’s response to Interrogatory 
EN-033.  Response to Interrogatory RA-32.  The Authority accepts that the proposed 
correction be made as part of the Rate Year rate plans. 
    

3. Tariffs 

 SCG proposed tariff modifications in Application, Schedule E-1.0.  The proposed 
changes incorporate the Company’s proposed rate changes, necessary language for 
the applicability of the proposed rate mechanisms and certain clarifications and 
additions to the Company’s definitions.  SCG also proposed several clarifying changes 
to its marketer-based tariffs, creating consistency in the tariff language between SCG 
and the Connecticut Natural Gas Corporation.  SCG proposed changes to its Rules and 
Regulations as part of its best practice effort and increases to its disconnect and 
reconnect charges.  Goodwin PFT, pp. 32 and 33.   
 

The Amended Settlement Agreement modified the tariff treatment of the DIMP 
rates by including projected DIMP investments in base rates, and using the DIMP rate 
as a reconciliation mechanism, which was a change from the Company’s original 
Application.  This change was identified in Section 1.9 of the Amended Settlement 
Agreement, and in response to Interrogatory RA-036.  See Tr., pp. 52–58.  
 
 The Authority accepts the proposed tariff changes in the Application, and as 
modified by the Amended Settlement Agreement, subject to a revision of the rates to 
reflect the approved revenue requirement targets in each of the Rate Years.  In addition 
to the modification of the DIMP reconciliation described above, SCG’s proposed tariffs 
separately identify the rates for the conservation adjustment mechanism and the system 
expansion reconciliation.     
  

4. Rates and Revenue Conclusion 

 The Company will be directed to submit final rates and tariffs for each of the rate 
years, including the appropriate revenue proof exhibits, a supporting Cost of Service 
Study and all work papers, typical bill comparison work papers, written comments and 
tariff sheets in conformance with the Amended Settlement Agreement.   
 
III. FINDINGS OF FACT 
 
1. The Settling Parties proposed rates that are based on a capital structure for each 

of the rate years 2018 through 2020.   
 
2. The capital structure for rate year 2018 is composed of 8.03% short-term debt, 

39.55% long-term debt and 52.42% common equity.   
 
3. The ROR on rate base is 7.61% for rate year 2018.   
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4. The capital structure for rate year 2019 is composed of 6.23% short-term debt, 
41.37% long-term debt and 52.40% common equity.   

 
5. The ROR on rate base is 7.41% for rate year 2019. 
 
6. The capital structure for rate year 2020 is composed of 5.17% short-term debt, 

42.64% long-term debt and 52.19% common equity.   
 
7. The ROR on rate base is 7.42% for rate year 2020.   
 
8. The Amended Settlement Agreement provided for cost rates of short-term debt of 

2.59% in 2018, 3.37% in 2019 and 3.73% in 2020.   
 
9. Short-term debt is funded from affiliated utilities and from AVANGRID under a 

pooling agreement and a committed bank facility.   
 
10. For its short-term debt, SCG pays interest at the A2/P2 30-day commercial paper 

rate published by the Federal Reserve.   
 
11. The Amended Settlement Agreement provided for cost rates of long-term debt of 

6.46% in 2018, 5.69% for 2019 and 5.63% for 2020.   
 
12. The decreasing interest rates on the long-term debt portfolio reflect that as high 

coupon debt matures and is replaced by lower coupon debt, the overall portfolio 
cost of debt comes down.   

 
13. The Amended Settlement Agreement stipulated a 9.25% allowed ROE for all 

three rate years of 2018 through 2020.   
 
14. The 9.25% allowed ROE was a product of negotiations.   
 
15. The Settling Parties made use of certain data points of allowed ROEs found in 

the publication of RRA Regulatory Focus Major Rate Case Decisions January 
2017 – June 2017, which showed the average of local gas distribution companies 
allowed ROE was 9.50% during the first six months of 2017.   

 
16. An extract from the RRA database for gas utilities showed that since July 1, 

2017, three awarded ROEs were granted of 9.60%, 9.55% and 10.10%.   
 
17. SCG’s current allowed ROE is 9.36% as adjudicated in Docket No. 08-12-07. 
 
18. In the Application, SCG provided evidence in support of an allowed ROE of 

9.95% through its expert cost of capital witness. 
 
19. The allowed ROE as set forth in the Amended Settlement Agreement is a 

reduction of 70 basis points from the ROE proposed in the Application, is 25 
basis points less than the current national average and is 11 basis points less 
than SCG’s current allowed ROE. 
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20. The Amended Settlement Agreement offered an ESM such that earnings above 
the authorized ROE of 9.25% will be shared equally (50/50) between customers 
and shareholders.   

 
21. The 50/50 sharing in the ESM was a result of negotiation.   
 
22. The customer portion of any earnings sharing shall be applied by SCG to offset 

the environmental regulatory asset as described in Section 1.6.2 of the Amended 
Settlement Agreement and any amounts in excess of the regulatory asset shall 
be credited directly to customers.   

 
23. The Company will file an earnings sharing report annually with the Authority.   
 
24. Under the Amended Settlement Agreement’s ESM, the Authority will continue to 

regulate overearnings under Conn. Gen. Stat. §16-19(g).   
 
25. Moody’s has given SCG a positive outlook.   
 
26. On September 13, 2017 Fitch changed the ratings outlook on SCG from stable to 

positive.   
 
27. SCG’s times interest earned ratio ranged from 4.20x to 4.28x on a pro forma 

basis   
 
28. SCG’s cash flow coverage ratio ranged from 3.76x to 4.60x on a pro forma basis.   
 
30. SCG’s standard bill form, termination notice and customer rights notice comply 

with applicable regulations. 
 
31. SCG’s estimated bill form complies with applicable regulations. 
 
32. SCG’s policies and procedures for the administration of customer security 

deposits comply with applicable regulations. 
 
33. SCG’s Customer Care Center is available from 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m., Monday 

through Friday, for customer complaints and inquiries. 
 
34. AVANGRID recently announced a targeted VESP. 
 
35. The VESP reflects a reduction of $200,000 in each rate year for a cumulative 

$600,000 reduction to the revenue requirement over the three-year rate plan. 
 
36. The Amended Settlement Agreement included a downward adjustment to 401(k) 

expense ranging from $42,000 to $45,000 for a three-year average downward 
adjustment of $43,500 over the three-year rate plan. 

 
37. The Amended Settlement Agreement OPEB expense amounts are $1,104,000 in 

Rate Year 1, $1,030,000 in Rate Year 2 and $838,000 in Rate Year 3.   
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38. The Company’ OPEB expenses may either be pre-funded through VEBA and/or 
401(h) sub-accounts, or on a pay-as-you go basis (i.e., cash funding).   

 
39. The Amended Settlement Agreement’s allowed defined benefit pension expense 

is less than the actuarial minimum required cash contribution.   
 
40. The SERP was an additional pension plan for executive class employees and 

has been closed to new entrants since January 1, 2003.   
 
41. The Amended Settlement Agreement allows for $552,000, $363,000 and 

$180,000 in SERP expense over the three-year rate plan. 
 
42. The Rate LGS current revenues were updated to reflect the $4 million fuel cell-

related adjustment as discussed in response to Interrogatory EN-033. 
 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDERS 
 
A. CONCLUSION 
 

The Authority finds the Amended Settlement Agreement dated October 16, 2017 
to be just and reasonable and in the public interest.  The Authority approves Amended 
Settlement Agreement subject to the orders below. 
 
B. ORDERS 
 
 For the following Orders, the Company shall submit one original of the required 
documentation to the Executive Secretary, 10 Franklin Square, New Britain, 
Connecticut 06051 and file an electronic version through the Authority’s website at 
www.ct.gov/pura.  Submissions filed in compliance with the Authority’s Orders must be 
identified by all three of the following: Docket Number, Title and Order Number.  
Compliance with orders shall commence and continue as indicated in each specific 
Order or until the Company requests and the Authority approves that the Company’s 
compliance is no longer required after a certain date. 
 
1. No later than March 5, 2019, and annually thereafter SCG shall file an earnings 

sharing report with the Authority with the customer portion of any earnings 
sharing applied to offset the environmental regulatory asset as described in 
Section 1.6.2 of the Settlement Agreement and any amounts in excess of the 
regulatory asset shall be credited directly to customers.   

 
2. No later than January 31, 2018, SCG shall acknowledge in writing that it will 

submit for the Authority’s approval, any changes to its customer service 
practices, procedures or policies in writing at least 30 business days prior to the 
effective date of such changes. 

 
3. No later than January 31, 2018, SCG shall acknowledge in writing that the 

Company will continue its monthly meetings with the Authority’s Consumer 
Affairs Unit. 
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4. No later than January 31, 2019, the Company shall provide the final number of 
SCG employees who take advantage of the VESP and the total salary, bonus 
and total benefit savings related to those employees separation of service from 
VESP. 
 

5. No later than June 1, 2019, and annually thereafter until the next general rate 
proceeding, the Company shall provide its calendar year actuarial minimum 
pension contribution and provide the amount of actual pension contribution made 
for the corresponding calendar year.   
 

6. SCG is directed to spend approximately $30.669 million during Rate Year 1, 
approximately $38.800 million during Rate Year 2, and approximately $46.092 
million during Rate Year 3, and no less than $46.092 million over each 
subsequent calendar year on system integrity projects, following a risk based 
system replacement methodology until the Authority approves any alternative 
following SCG’s next rate application.  If SCG does not spend the full amount on 
system integrity projects in any rate year, the difference shall be made up the 
following rate year. 

 
7. SCG shall achieve a Grade 2 leak backlog of 60 or less leaks at the end of each 

calendar year until the Authority issues its final Decision in SCG’s next rate 
proceeding. 

 
8. No later than the 20th of each month until the Authority issues its final Decision in 

SCG’s next rate proceeding, the Company shall submit to the Authority a 
tabulation of suspected Gas Odor Complaint responsiveness for the prior month.  
The submittal shall include all available data for the current calendar year up to 
and including the prior month and the data for the previous calendar year.  The 
submittal shall include a detailed timeline (time call received, time call 
dispatched, time of arrival onsite) and a detailed explanation for any response 
time in excess of 30 minutes during normal business hours and 45 minutes at all 
other times.  If SCG exceeds the guidelines, it shall include in its explanation 
whether or not the local fire department was utilized and if so, it’s associated 
response time.  

 
9. No later than January 20, 2018, and quarterly thereafter, until the Authority 

issues its final Decision in SCG’s next rate proceeding, SCG shall submit to the 
Authority a tabulation of the Grade 2 and Grade 3 leak statuses (e.g., beginning 
balance, leaks detected, leaks repaired, other disposition, ending balance) for the 
prior quarter.  The submittal shall include all available data for the current 
calendar year and the data for the previous calendar year. 

 
10. No later than January 20, 2018, and quarterly thereafter, until the Authority 

issues its final Decision in SCG’s next rate proceeding, SCG shall submit to the 
Authority a tabulation of third-party damages for the prior quarter.  The submittal 
shall include all available data for the items listed below for the current calendar 
year and the data for the previous calendar year. 
 
a. total number of Call Before You Dig tickets; 
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b. total number of damages; 
c. total number of damages/1,000 tickets; 
d. number of contractor at fault (not including no notice) damages; 
e. number of contractor at fault damages/1,000 tickets; 
f. number of no notice damages; 
g. number of no notice damages/1,000 tickets; 
h. number of company markout person at fault damages; 
i. number of company markout person at fault damages/1,000 tickets; 
j. number of company records at fault damages; and 
k. number of company records at fault damages/1,000 tickets. 

 
11. No later than February 20, 2018, and every six months thereafter until the 

Authority issues its final Decision in SCG’s next rate proceeding, the Company 
shall submit to the Authority a pipe replacement program report for the preceding 
six months.  The submittal shall be formatted and contain the same information 
as shown below: 

 

Facility Material Pressure Size 

Mileage 
on 

7/1/17 

Miles (to nearest 
1/10 mile) replaced 

between 7/1/17 
and 12/31/17 

Mileage 
on 

12/31/17 

M
ai

n
s C

as
t I

ro
n H

ig
h 

P
re

ss
ur

e 4" or less       
Over 4" thru 6"       
Over 6" thru 8"       
Over 8"       

          

Lo
w

 
P

re
ss

ur
e*

 

4" or less       
Over 4" thru 6"       
Over 6" thru 8"       
Over 8"       

            

B
ar

e 
S

te
el

 High 
Pressure All       
Low 
Pressure* All       

 Material Pressure Size 

Number of 
Services 
on 7/1/17 

Services 
Replaced 

Between 7/1/17 
and 12/31/17 

Number 
of 

Services 
on 

12/31/17 

S
er

vi
ce

s 

B
ar

e 
S

te
el

 High 
Pressure All       

          
Low 
Pressure* all       

  
Capital Expenditures for Cast Iron and Bare Steel Main replacement - 7/1/17 - 

12/31/17  $ 

         

Capital Expenditures for Bare Steel service replacement - 7/1/17 – 12/31/17 
 
 $ 

* Low pressure means a gas distribution system in which the gas pressure in the main 
is substantially the same as the pressure provided to the customer.  
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12. SCG shall submit to the PURA Gas Pipeline Safety Unit, any and all material 

changes or revisions to its operating procedures, maintenance procedures or 
construction standards, no later than 10 days prior to their implementation.  If an 
unforeseen circumstance(s) does not allow for that notification, SCG shall 
telephonically notify the Gas Pipeline Safety Unit as soon as possible.  This order 
shall remain in effect until the Authority issues its final Decision in SCG’s next 
rate proceeding. 

 
13. The Authority hereby rescinds Order No. 45 issued in the July 17, 2009 final 

Decision in Docket No. 08-12-07.   
 

14. No later than noon on December 18, 2017, the Company shall file with the 
Authority its proposed final rates and tariffs for Rate Year 1 in accordance with 
the directives herein in Section II, G, Revenue, Rate Design and Tariffs.  

 
15. No later than December 4, 2018, the Company shall file with the Authority its 

proposed final rates and tariffs for Rate Year 2 in accordance with the directives 
herein in Section II, G, Revenue, Rate Design and Tariffs.  

 
16. No later than December 4, 2019, the Company shall file with the Authority its 

proposed final rates and tariffs for Rate Year 2 in accordance with the directives 
herein in Section II, G, Revenue, Rate Design and Tariffs.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
APPENDIX A 
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DOCKET NO. 17-05-42 APPLICATION OF THE SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT GAS 
COMPANY TO INCREASE ITS RATES AND CHARGES 

 
This Decision is adopted by the following Commissioners: 
 
 

 
 
Michael A. Caron  
 
 
John W. Betkoski, III  
 
 
Katherine S. Dykes  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
 

 The foregoing is a true and correct copy of the Decision issued by the Public 
Utilities Regulatory Authority, State of Connecticut, and was forwarded by Certified Mail 
to all parties of record in this proceeding on the date indicated. 
 
 

    
    
    
 

 

  
 
 
December 13, 2017 

 Jeffrey R. Gaudiosi, Esq.  Date 
 Executive Secretary   
 Public Utilities Regulatory Authority   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


